
Churches in the District
by

John S. Wharmby

The older and more historic buildings in our land,
which are still used for present day functions, tend
to be religous centres dating back over a thousand
years. In the Saxon "homeland" of Sussex we are
blessed with many fine examples of such buildings
or with slightly younger buildings on more ancient
foundations. Many of these churches have been
changed or added to over the centuries, reflecting
the upheavals and changes in fortunes of the
surrounding populous.
Many are worth an investigation more than the
casual passing glance, an example being that at
West Chiltington, where it has been said that "if
this church were in Italy there would be
pilgrimages to it". Looking around the
neighbourhood we have:-

West Chiltington Church
The church of St. Mary is almost entirely Norman
with the later addition of a 14 th Century chapel, a
17th Century spire, and a 21 st Century Vestry.
The north doorway is 12 th Century, the porch
being reputed to be the oldest in Sussex.
Whether the Saxon church, of the Domesday Book
record for "Cilleton", was incorporated is
speculation.
The church is best known for its 12 th and 14 th
Century wall paintings showing scenes from the
Nativity and the Passion, and it has the longest
"squint" ( hagioscope ) of any church in Britain,
between the south aisle and the chancel.

Greatham Church (see photo opposite)
This was built in the reign of King John and must
be one of the few churches still to be oil-lit for its
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maximum congregation of 50. The only approach is by
skirting beautiful Greatham Manor along a grassy tree-
lined path.
Along the road is Greatham Bridge where, during the
Civil War, Cavaliers made a stand against Roundheads
who were marching on Arundel castle under the
command of General Sir William Waller.
Over the years a legend grew up that soldiers killed in
the skirmish had been secretly buried in the vicibity. A
few years ago this story was verified when, during
demolishment of the old vestry of the church, workers
found the tombs of two Parliamentarians in a cavity
beneath the floor which initially they had taken to be a
secret passage leading to Greatham Manor.

Wiggonholt
The small church near Pulborough was built in the 13
th century for use by the shepherds and other
workpeople who made a living in the region of the
Wildbrooks, and has no patron saint. A millennium
earlier, the Romans had built a villa there, which, like
many such buildings, was destroyed by fire. In recent
times nearly 2000 Roman coins, neatly packed in boxes
and in good condition, were excavated.



St. Botolph's Church at Hardam
This Saxon church dedicated to a Saxon saint
originates from just before the Norman conquest. One
of the more primitive parts is the bricked-up doorway
on its south side. Roman bricks and tiles, probably
culled from the Roman camp near by, were used.
More windows were added to let in more light in the
late 16th century, but, as often happens, this spoilt the
symmetry of the original format.
Inside are the earliest nearly complete series of wall
paintings in the country ( ~ 1100 A.D. ) They can be
identified as the product of a single travelling
workshop of artists, and show many similarities to the
Bayeux Tapestry.
Although now dedicated to St. Botolph a 12 th
century charter indicates that it was originally
dedicated to St. George.

The Stoke Churches
South Stoke is recorded in the Domesday Book as
Stoches and the existence of a church is noted. The
present St. Leonard's church is basically this original
11th century building with 19th century
unsympathetic restoration. The Tower contains a
memorial tablet to Sir Hugh Cairns, the brain surgeon
present at the last operation on Lawence of Arabia.
North Stoke Church is probably slightly younger than
South Stoke's and its patron saint is unknown. A
simple porch was added about 1800, otherwise the

St.Mary's Church, Washington
The first church was built about a century into the
Norman occupation but was very small and was
pulled down and rebuilt by the Knights Templar. The
bell-tower was added in the reign of Henry VII.
In the late 1860's the church (with the exception of
the tower and north arcade ) was again pulled down
and rebuilt. Sepulchral remains include those of Dr.
Waldgrave, tutor to Edward Gibbon - author of "The
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire".

Thanks are given to the authors of the numerous booklets
which describe the histories of our region's churches

History of a Storrington Farmhouse
by

David Coward

Seeking a new hobby when 1 retired I initially tried my hand as a family historian, but soon found it more
difficult than I had imagined. I got as far as tracing that my great-great grandfather had died in Preston in
1839 - his cause of death being shown as "of a cold". This seemed a hazard consistent with his occupation -
stated to be that of a stage coach driver particularly one which required him to operate in what, to a
Southerner, at least, were the bleak and chilly Northern climes!

At this point, however, I gave up as I could find no trace of his birth or marriage in the records, and despite
telephoning everyone in the Preston Phone directory with our name for possible leads.

And so I decided to try a parallel type of research - that of house history. Here I have been much more
successful, having been fortunate enough to have acquired a former farmhouse in Storrington with a wealth of
records waiting to be uncovered and examined.

The earliest occupants of the house I was able to discover - and probably its builders, were members of a
family called Parham.
It was, of course, no coincidence that the family had the same name as that of the nearby parish, as they had
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their roots there and the name appears in Parham records as early as the year 1191. A Johanne de Parham
is amongst those assessed in the Subsidy Roll for 1296 and in a Feet of Fines in 1325 it is recorded that a
house and land were held by John de Parham for life "by the render of a rose at the Nativity of St. John the
Baptist". Those were chivalrous days!

To return to the farmhouse, Perretts, however, the earliest reference to it I have been able to discover is in the
Storrington Manor Rolls which recorded the proceedings of a Court held on 23rd March 1506. These state
that one Alice, the widow of Richard Parham, held a virgate and a half (45 acres) of land at Esewryth called
"Porrotts" prior to her death, that her husband, Richard, had succeeded to the property, and on his death his
son John then held it.

Who built the farmhouse and when? Why is it so named? These are questions one would very much like to
have answered. One does not know when Alice died or how she acquired the property. Perhaps it was a
dower house and perhaps her maiden name was Perrett, but it seems likely that the property was in existence,
at least, by the end of the 15th century.

The Manor Court records also show that John Parham (the first) died in 1521 when the property passed to his
son, another John (the second) who died in 1540. An Inquisition Post Martem taken in Steyning in 1542
shows that the property, then consisting of a messuage, 14 acres ofland and 16 acres of pasture, was held by
the widow, Elizabeth, but passed to her son, yet another John (the third) on his coming of age.
It is this latter John Parham who first seems to have lived at, and farmed Perretts, though whether his mother
earlier lived there as her dower house, one cannot say. During the mid 1500's however, the Parham family,
although owning Perretts, were still living in Parham, as all their christenings, marriages and burials are
recorded in the Parham parish register and it is not until the 17th century that there is an entry in the
Storrington parish register affecting a Parham family member - the burial of a Jane Parham, daughter of John
Parham 111 "ofPerretts" in October 1609.

It seems likely that the move by the Parham family to Perretts took place towards the end of the 16th century
when their land at Parham had been acquired by Sir Thomas Palmer, the builder of the new Parham house in
1577. The last Parham family entry in the Parham parish register was the christening of Ann Parham in
1573.

To move on now to the year 1612 when John Parham III executed his Will. This lengthy document
contained much of interest as it showed not only details of his family but also the fairly considerable extent
of his personal property which he bequeathed to his son Richard.

Two years after making his Will he died and his wife Alice, having predeceased him, Perretts then passed to
Richard for his life and then to his eldest son. The extent and value of the personal property of which
Richard's father died possessed are shown in a surviving Probate inventory. This lists the various chattels,
stock and farm implements and the room or other area where they were situated. We are able therefore to
see that the accommodation and furniture were arranged at that time as follows:

The Hall. Contained a table, cupboard and forms with a "paynted cloath" - presumably a mural decoration.
There was also a side saddle, long saw and half a bushel of hemp seeds.
A "little chamber next to the hall" This was something of a bed-sitter with its bedstead, feather bed and
bed linen with a table, cupboard, stool, pewter dishes and candlesticks etc.
Another "little chamber" with bedstead.
The kitchen. Contained table, chairs, form, shelves and spits.
The Bakehouse with baking equipment and other "lumberment".
The Storehouse with 3 chests, 3 crocks of butter and apples.
The Milkhouse with a chum and 14 milk vessels.
The Brewhouse. Contained brewing equipment and other "clutterie".

What was found upstairs and the rest of the history will be described in the Summer Issue.
(Editor)
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REGINA v. STORRINGTON
WHEN IS A ROAD NOT A ROAD?

by Joan Ham
(Continued from last issue)

The court reassembled after a short adjournment,
and William Lillywhite, foreman to Mr Challen took
the witness stand. He was 77. He told Mr Day that
he had known the road
"... ever since I was a little school boy. I came home

to Storrington Parish: My father died with the small
pox and I was sent to the parish at five years old,
and I have been there ever since."
He testified as to users of the road and that the gates
were not locked, "...neither a puzzle wit nor a lock".
He saw parish men repairing the road, of that he was
positive.

Thomas Woods, deputy to Mr Death was one who
had been using the road on the sheriff's business,
serving County Court summonses and writs, and his
evidence naturally supported that of his employer.
Little time was wasted on questioning and cross-
examining him, and Mr Day next turned his
attention to William Jackson, 62 years old and a
shepherd who had worked for Mr Emery in 1851
and 1852, and for the next 15 years for Mr Botley.
He agreed that carts and wagons had passed along
the road. His evidence, too, was briefly given,
followed by similar evidence from Isaac Elliott,
carter to Edwin Elliott of Rackham.

George Cooper came next, aged 58 and born at
Roundabouts. He worked for Mr King of Fry em, the
farm south and east of Hurston Street. His evidence
echoed that given before, until Mr Serjeant Parry
asked him if he had ever taken up wattles or hurdles
across the road. This established that sheep had been
kept from straying by putting hurdles across the
road, the posts driven into the ground. Isaac Elliott
remembered pulling them up, passing his horse and
cart through and replacing them afterwards. This
happened when the sheep were being fed turnips in
the fields.

James Moase, a Pulborough land surveyor was
called. He had used the road as a driver of a light
cart and said that it was not hardened; if it was a
public highway, he said, it was not in a fit state of

repair. He had known the sides thrown to the middle,
but never saw it hardened. He surveyed land for Mr
Emery at times and had seen other vehicles using the
road.

There followed a tedious amount of similar evidence
from Charles Evans, foreman to George Penfold of
Wiggonholt; Francis Hansford, bailiff to Lord
Egremont, also one-time employee of Emery; Henry
Chatfield, a drover from Nutboume who took cattle to
Chichester market; and James Challen, a Hurston
Street farmer, until Mr Justice Denman intervened to
say,
"One reaches a certain stage of a case at which both
sides may perhaps say that you might multiply
evidence by one or two unless there is anything
specific you might want to prove."
Mr Day told him that he had done with evidence of
use, and Challen had been his last witness on that.

James Shepherd, Mr Emery's shepherd, however,
began with the same kind of evidence, until Mr
Merrifield asked him whether he had received
directions from his master to keep a note of persons
passing. This, it appeared, had been done 'since the
adjournment at Lewes'. He claimed to have made a
list of 20 or 30 people
"... of all trades and pleasure carriages",
which he was unable to produce. It was a pretty drive
for pleasure carriages, he said, only the road was bad.
Mr Serjeant Parry, cross-examining, put it to him that
his employer was anxious to prove there was a public
highway, and the parish should repair it, but James
Shepherd would not admit to knowledge of that.

Joseph Peckham was a wheelwright, working in the
wheelwright's shop at the top of Hurston Hill, owned
by Mr Emery. He, too, had been instructed to "...keep
a few names", but did not have his list. Mr Day
handed him a paper, which he admitted making out. It
was his list of people passing with vehicles and had
been made
"...since we were at Lewes last".

Counsel indulged in a little ultra-civilized cut and
thrust.
Mr Day: My friend was asking for names. Therefore I



thought I would give him that.
Mr Serjeant Parry: I do not care about names since
the last Assize.
Mr Day: Then hand it me back.
Mr Serjeant Parry: With the greatest pleasure.

William Greenfield, one ofMr Emery's labourers,
endorsing the evidence of usage, named under cross-
examination, Mr Benjamin Knight, one ofMr King's
men, driving a load from the mill to Fryem, and to
Pulborough Station. This had only been opened three
years before.

Thomas Searle aged 65, revealed another nugget of
local history when he verified the year he had first
worked on the roads as,
"... the same year as the Poor Laws took

place" [1835,6]
He referred again to working near the Warren
"... ever since the year of the old law."

He was paid by John Lee at the White Horse in
Storrington,
"...they called him a Guardian", Searle said.
Mr Serjeant Parry, opening his cross-examination,
apologized for his coming questions and assured his
witness that he had no wish to offend him,
"00. but were you receiving Poor Law Relief?"
"Yes".
The parish employed such men as Thomas Searle to
repair roads. He was positive that he had not taken
stones or gravel from the Warren to put on the road,
but had merely used the outside to fill the ruts.

James Reeves, a miller at Ashington, had, during
Emery's time as a waywarden, carried gravel on to
the road, where men on Parish Relief were working.
His father's carts had been used, and Emery had paid
him.
Reuben Stamford was another man who had repaired
the road, not with gravel, but
"... I took the quarters off and put them into the horse
tracks and ruts" .
He was paid by Mr Linfield, the waywarden. More
brief evidence of this nature was given by John West
and Joseph Haylor, from each of whom Mr Serjeant
Parry in cross-examination, tried to extract the name
of one single person who had driven a cart along the
road. Mr Justice Denman observed,
"I think the number of times you have asked that

question, you may assume he does not know or else
he would have answered it".

Samuel John Reed, 43 years old and one-time farm
bailiff to Mr Heath, was questioned about the books,
during his employer's time as waywarden. It had
been Reed's job to enter receipts. He testified that
the disputed road had been repaired and charged to
the parish, and Mr Terry, the other waywarden, took
the figures out of his book. He agreed that Thomas
Slaughter and Thomas Searle had worked on the
road. These were entries for stone digging and
breaking on the Warren during the winter, which
was regular work for parish men.

Mr Day next examined Edward Caplin, carter to Mr
Verrall and one time carter to Mr Hammond, a com
dealer who farmed near Steyning. He seemed to be
on more promising ground in questioning Caplin
about driving to Pulborough and Chiltington. He had
used the disputed road and remarked once finding a
locked gate. Mr Day probed in detail about his
journeys and his particular errands, until Mr Justice
Denman put the question whether he had ever used
the disputed road from end to end when not bound
for Mr Emery's mill. An evasive answer and
continued questions on the same theme brought the
sharp intervention from the judge,
"Do answer the question that I asked you!"
It appeared that Caplin only used the road when his
business took him to Emery's, which brought Mr
Justice Denman to exclaim,
"It therefore comes to nothing!"
Mr Serjeant Parry added helpfully,
"It comes to less than nothing. "

Benjamin Ferrall, a 70-year-old labourer was
questioned about the time he had, with Charles
Shepherd, ploughed across the green track. After
some denials, he agreed that he had ploughed part of
it, but could not be made to confirm this remark.

William Alexander Gorringe, a Pulborough farmer
testified to using the road, and then Thomas Challen,
land surveyor and auctioneer was called. He
described Storrington as a place that used to be a
market town of about 130 inhabitants. He agreed he
had filled several of the most important offices in
the parish, and had been waywarden twice, had



assisted his father and been guardian since then.
Asked if the road was repaired by the parish, he said,
yes it was. Mr Serjeant Parry put in several
objections at this stage when Challen gave evidence
of his time, without the parish books to support it.
He objected further when reference was made to a
committee called by the Vestry, of which Mr Day
wanted to use the notes as evidence. This was the
time when the vote was taken on the question of the
parish being liable to harden the road. The
committee had called elderly parishioners to give
them evidence, of which Thomas Challen as
chairman had taken notes which he identified. Mr
Justice Denman declared that there was nothing to
make them evidence, and Mr Serjeant Parry objected
to it. Mr Day was advised to put his questions into
such form as would make the notes evidence, but Mr
Justice Denman told him it was not admissible at
present. Mr Day switched to asking about the
committee's witnesses, most of whom seemed to
have died. He established that they gave evidence of
their knowledge of the road and that their evidence
was in the papers present, notes taken at the time by
Mr Challen himself. Who had called the witnesses,
he was asked, and had Challen personally invited
any of them to support his own view of the case.
"Certainly not!"
Mr Serjeant Parry maintained his objections to
"... what the witnesses had said" being used as
evidence. Dead people could not come into court and
support what they had said.

This detail became such a sticking point that the
witness was forgotten as judge and counsel agreed
legal niceties of admitting the notes as evidence.
Much time was taken to refer extensively to case
history, and specific trials were quoted at length. Mr
Justice Denman eventually decided that the minutes
of evidence taken before the Vestry committee
should be admitted as evidence to the court, and the
questioning of witnesses about it continued, with
counsel reading from the notes and questioning Mr
Challen about specific points. At one stage, Mr
Serjeant Parry demanded to know, regarding points
about gates,
"Who is this got from?"
On being told, the clerk of the magistrates, he
retorted,
"Then you had better call him."

Mr John Hopkins, clerk to the magistrates, was duly
called and sworn. He proved to be of limited help, as
he was a recent appointee to his post, and had found
the bundle of Storrington papers among his inherited
business.

Mr Challen was recalled and asked about gates in the
whole parish. There were 21 in 1852 and 1853. This
included the ones across the indicted roads. Questions
brought out Mr Challen's partiality in the case, and he
was asked specifically whether he had said that
"... it is a public road, it should be a public road and it
will be a public road." He became truculent and
evasive until Mr Justice Denman warned him to
answer the question. Mr Serjeant Parry cross-
examining, referred to another interesting item of
local history, a proposed railway line. He suggested
that Mr Challen had been asked to recommend a
usable line, and as to whether the bridge that would
have to be raised over the road should be such as
could be agreed over a private road, which would
have been a much cheaper type of bridge. Although
he had been to London before a committee of the
House of Commons on that plan, he claimed he had
only gone to hear others examined, not to be
examined. It was put to him that he had argued the
point with Emery, who claimed it was a public road.
Asserting that it was a private occupation road to the
farm. he said he did not remember. He was asked
again about the notes of evidence to the committee of
which he was chairman.
Were the notes taken when he was chairman, he was
asked.
Yes.
ABthe witnesses gave evidence?
Yes, it was a rough draft.
Counsel observed that it looked anything but a rough
draft. Pressure was applied.
Did not the evidence look as if it were written straight
forward without a stop, with one pen?
Yes.
Had he not put it together afterwards from rough
notes?
No, certainly not.
Is it not a summary of what the witnesses said, taken
of a rough note?
No.
He stuck to his story, and added that he had never



touched them with pen or pencil since, or brought it out
of that room. Further questions, however, revealed that
he had taken it home to make a fair copy.

The end of the day's hearing left Mr Serjeant Parry still
to state the case for the defendants, and the judge
agreed to an adjournment. Unfortunately, the notes of
subsequent proceedings have not survived, but the
Vestry did emerge victorious and it was recorded that
the road from the foot of Hurston to the turnpike road
at Wiggonholt was a highway.

Footnote:-
In 1876 the trustees of the Storrington-Wiston
Turnpike were instructed to do no further repairs by a
select committee of the House of Commons. Repairs
within their boundaries became the responsibility of
the parish, and by 1889, roads were maintained by the
new County Councils.

The first-hand record of this case survived in the
papers of Mr Mant, the Storrington solicitor who
represented the Vestry's case. The story of the survival
of some ofMr Mant's papers is an interesting one of
unlikely co-incidences which I may tell at another
time, but this book of evidence had a particularly lucky
escape from oblivion. The last third of the pages had,
at some time, been drenched in lamp oil and were
progressively transparent and illegible. Thanks to the
use of the West Sussex Record Office ultra-violet
lamp, this was entirely deciphered, and a full typescript
now exists. In addition, its time spent in the stables had
added an accretion of straw and manure to the front
cover which was of the familiar marbled paper
notebook kind, and the fouled outer paper had
separated cleanly from the paper lining and could be
removed. I have to say, that the transcribing of the
document added a whole new dimension to the study
of archive material!

Lastly, to bring the story up to date, I have deposited in
the museum, original copies of the map used in court,
and a voting paper for the Parish Poll.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
I was interested to read an article in the Guardian
that there will be an exhibition at Tate Britain next
summer on "Art of the Garden", from 3rd June to
30th August.
I read that included in the exhibition will be two
paintings of our own Cecily Mary Barker's flower
fairies. They will share the walls of the Tate with
paintings by Beatrice Potter, Constable, Turner,
Samuel Palmer and Stanley Spencer.
Apparently they come from a long English tradition
of fantasy in nature, which takes in the Victorian
fairy paintings right up to contemporary artists.
I hope this will be of some interest to your readers.

Yours sincerely,
Joan Hewett

(Storrington )
Letters to the Editor should be addressed to
"Woodside", Melton Avenue, Storrington
€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€

Curator's Corner

By the time this article is published the Museum will be
approaching its fourth anniversary, having opened its doors to
the public for the first time on Easter Monday of "Millennium
Year" [2000].
It is fair to say that we have come a very long way since then -
the Museum room has been completely refurnished and the
collections have grown considerably. From what was a motley
assortment of items based on the Greenfield-Turner Collection
we now have five distinct collections - Artefacts, Library,
Pictures, Archives and Photographs. At present these are all
covered by a single Catalogue with the exception of
Photographs which has its own separate system. There are also
three separate databases in progress [General, Property and
Family History] which will eventually be merged into a single
computerised database accessible to visitors and researchers.
All of these projects are time-consuming and could not have
been achieved without the very real contribution of the
Curatorial Team and volunteers. The Photographic Collection
has now been completely re-organised and will shortly be
accessible to visitors. Similarly, while the Archives have
always been, theoretically, accessible by appointment, these are
also in the process of re-organisation and it is hoped that a
more flexible system of access may be achieved in the near
future.
When we opened four years ago we published our hopes for the
future; many of these have been achieved or are on their way to
fruition. That this is so in such a comparatively short time is
testament to the dedication and hard work of all who have been
involved with the Museum since its inception. There is no
doubt that the next twelve months will be challenging and we
ask for the continuing support of all our Friends.



WHAT'S IN A (STORRINGTON)
NAME?

By
E.P.Beaumont

People who know about these things will probably
agree with "The Sussex Guide' that the name of the
village is almost certainly derived from the German
word for "stork" - (storch) . In her excellent "Sussex
Place-names Judith Glover gives the two versions
from the Domesday Book - "Storketon" and
'Estorchestone", and notes that herons are not unlike
storks and have for many years nested in the Parham
area. But some doubts arise; would a small
settlement have two names, or two versions of the
same name?

Domesday is hardly reliable as a picture of life in
Anglo-Saxon times though the best available. There
are good reasons to question the findings of the 1068
survey; ~ it was conducted by men with an
inadequate knowledge of the English tongue and
two, since the object of the exercise was to impose
taxes on the natives, it is hardly likely to have had
their willing co-operation.

There is a good case for suspecting that Storrington,
like Washington and many other places in Sussex,
conformed to the common three-syllabled p1ace-
name as in the latter; Wassa and his "ing" (family or
tribe) and their "tun" from which is derived "town'.
Similarly Warninglid, Warnham and Wamingcamp
were settled by the good folk who followed Weardel
It was the custom of migrating Angles, Saxons and
Jutes. to settle as families or larger tribal groups,
carrying with them their founder's identity, much
like the clan system in the Scottish Highlands.
Incidentally, the "warm' in Warminghurst means a
"worm" - possibly the unflattering nick-name for an
unpopular chief.

But this naming process was not the only one; many
place-names refer to the location and its importance.
Kirdford was in the ownership of a lady called
Cynereo but it is the "ford" bit that gives the clue.
Like Guildford ( the golden ford - after the sandy
crossing of the Wey), Kirdford was an important
place in the primitive tracks of the Weald. Midhurst
is obviously in the centre of the forest; Horsham,
though apparently not mentioned in Domesday,
was very suitable grazing land for horses and for the

supply of saddlery and the like. Woodmancote refers to
the cottages that housed forestry workers.

One local myth has to he dismissed; Billingshurst was
almost certainly NOT named after the Roman Belinus,
who over-saw the construction of Stane Street. Rather
was it a site occupied by the tribe known as the
Billingas; they also colonised what we call
Billingsgate, from where the great Roman way headed
for Chichester, then called Noviomagus (Newmarket).
The Saxons knew the town as the "camp" (ceastra)
founded by Cis sa.

Some final thoughts; Kithurst is believed to derive
from the presence of kites (the birds that is) in the
woods, so Storrington may well have ornithological
origins after all! But.. ... the present writer, many years
ago, met a refugee from the Sudetenland of
Czechoslovakia. His came was Rudolph Storch. Could
one of his ancestors have ploughed the first furrow in
Storrington?
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

FRIENDS' NEWS
The FoS&DM summer programme is being arranged
as:-

April 18, Sunday

Walk to St. Boto1ph's with Trevor Povey.

May 17, Monday

Stewards' Ploughman's Lunch

June 21, Monday

Chanctonbury evening walk.

July 13, Tuesday

Walk around Horsham with Jeremy Knight

August 24, Tuesday

Private visit to Shipley Mill followed by tea.

If you have acquaintances who would like tojoin the
Friends please contact Mrs Jean Robinson, St. Olaves,
Hampers Lane, Storrington.
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